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Definition of a verbose report

true electric boss | \ (ˌ)vər-ˈbōs \ 1 : containing more words than necessary : wordy a verbose reply also : impaired by wordiness a verbose style 2 : given to wordiness a verbose orator Synonyms circuitous, circumlocutory, diffuse, garrulous, logorrheic, long-winded, pleonastic, prolix, rambling, windy, wordy Antonyms compact, concise, crisp, pithy, succinct, terse Visit the Thesaurus for More Something
seems to have gone seriously wrong with the subediting and proof-reading of this self-indulgently verbose and misprint-ridden production, which is further flawed by a mis-match between the author's vaulting theoretical ambitions and his scholarly limitations, notably his faulty grasp of ancient Greek and inability to deliver a clear and consistent line of reasoned and logical argument. - Paul Cartledge, Times
Literary Supplement, March 8, 1991 What makes this very little pleasure to be the answers. There's one-word one-word aisle: In a vebose question as to whether a resident of a planet with two suns would have two shadows, Merlin's answer is yes. The longer answers are on a page of length and seems to be triggered when a questionnaire happens on one of the author's favorite topics or pet peeves, such
as relativity, spots, and the dangerous ozone layer. - James H. Sharp, Air &amp;amp; Air Smithsonian Space, February / March 1990 I must confess... that if I knew how many classics there are in English literature, and how verbose the best of them is contrived to be, I should never have undertaken the work. They only allow one seventy thousand words, you see. – Virginia Woolf, the outdoor tour, 1915 He
is a verbose speaker. It has a written verbose style. See more verbose questions he often took a side to the question, such as whether games in his Sunday interview program, when the point would be to have solicitation information to help voters. – The Editorial Board, WSJ, A Debate Spectacle Debate, 30 Sep. 2020 Created by Aaron Port, the series—which chronicles the presidency of Jed Barlet
(Michael Sheen) and its ever-loyal employer, from the early day campaign to its final---do grown its brilliant creator style. - Jennifer M. Wood, Wood, the 15 TV show you need to Binge this Fall, 23 Sep. 2020 Why take on this step to verbose player adaptation for his directorial duty? – Andrea Mandell, USA TODAY, Regina King speaks out after criticism up far criticism with 'One night in Miami', 12 Sep. 2020
is better known for spearboring policy detail than supporting rhetoric, Biden did not relax. - Naomi Lim, Washington Examiner, Biden, in acceptance speech, forged new era of 'light' on Trump's Failure, 20 August. The 2020 Renaissance Masters of the Hand can be CNN's Chris Cuomo and Don Lemon, who have yakety transitions are the most advanced and personal (or perhaps just the most verbose
expression) expression in the form. - Washington Post, the most revealing moment on cable news happens when a big host name is cut from another, August 16. 2020 And notably, verbose Biden believed his gaffe-prone production wasn't mostly over-message recently – partly due to the pandemic, caused it in more ways than one. - Star Tribune, still very much on the line for online convention, 14 Aug.
2020 The Slow, world verbose of academic communications provides the blistering ways, unlike the world of tweets and news segments. – Ed Yong, The Atlantic, the Pandemic Experts by Okay, 7 July 2020 welcome to Sklansky's world, who has taken the long way, verbose around the sleeve for years. — Many Oaklander, Time, Coronavirus are killing Handshake's Aunt and Hug's. What will replace
them?, 27 May 2020 The following example phrases are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect it's current in the word verbose.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback. See more a verbose explanation/report/speech/style It was a notorious out-of-dine speaker. Synonyms Thesaurus: senonymous,
antonymous, and e.g./vərˈboʊs/characterized by the use of many or too many words; words: a report outboen.1665–75; &lt;Latin verbōsus, equivalent to verbs (um) words + -ōsus-ose1ver·bose· ly, advebver·bose·ness, nunun·ver·bose, adjective·ver·ver·ly, advebverbicide, verbild, verbify, verbgeration, verbose, verbosity, verbosity, verbosity, verbosity, verbose, verbose, verb phrases, verbs. sap., vebum
sapDictionary.com Unabridged based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020bombastic, broadcasting, landscape, fustian, garrulous, grandloquent, involved, locious, delicious, gaby, grandloquent, involved, locious, locious, gararous, grandiloquen, involved, locious, delicious, garage, grandiloquen, involved, locious, locious, gargous, grandloquent, involved, locious,
garrulous, grandiloquen, involved, locious, locious, garage, grandiloquen, involved, locious, locious, gargous, grandiloquen, involved, locious, locious, garier, grandiloquen, involved, locious, growth, garage, grandiloquen, involved, locious, locious, garrulous, grandiloquent, implicate magni proliquent, prolix, redundant, repetition, recursive, rehearsal, rhetoric, talkatif, tautological, tedious, tortuousPac may
not be as overthrow as other reminders of his time, but his color is complicated, and complicated to rebuttal. O'Mally, spun as ever, made all the talk with the news vendor. Lure in the Masks | Harold MacGrathTo prevents disappointment, I'll report my harangue and spunk accuracy. Baboo Jabberjee, B.A. | F. AnsteyJames is experiencing a billboard and opinion statement; Philip was a shy, reasoning
cognant, without any attempt at elegance or display. Memories of In five years | William H. SparksBaha's style is ignorant, sprinkle, prolix, but with a certain strength. Bahaism and Its Claims | Samuel Graham WilsonVerbose applies to utterances more formal than conversation, as written or public address. English Synonyms and Antonyms | James Champlin Fernaldusing or having an excess of words, so
like to be losersial or boring; prolixbosely, (vɜːˈbɒsɪtɪ) or verbose, nounC17: from Latin verbōsus from vebum to wordCollins English Dictionary – Complete &amp; Unabrigded 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF DAYimagineernoun | [ih-margin-uh-neer] SEE DEFINITIONPop Quiz!
Select the right Word! © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC If you verbose, you far more words than you need. A verbose book report goes on and on and is loaded with long, intricate words that aren't at all necessary. If a friend asks: Did you have fun at the party? You can simply answer, No. Or you can give a vebose answer describing just how much you hate the party, who was not there, the fact that you were
lost along the way, the terrible food that was served, and the horrible music that was played. Verbose is from Latin verbosus full of words, in vebum, words or verbs. As you can guess from the spelling, the English verb is quite related. WordNetlong's sporadic definition - wind, tedious, tedious, verbose, wind, word (adj)using or excessive molong-boasted (or wind) storm speaker; spurt with instructional
method effective; journal of the day print editorial word long; The procedures were delayed by litigation moWiktionaryverbose (Adjective) Abounding in words, with more words than required. Long air, or wind. Even the most jingoistic native-speaking in Spanish admits their language is verbose; compared with what may have been said in a phrase of lagle, it sometimes takes a paragraph of explanation in
Spanish to say the same thing. Ethimology: From verbosus.verbose (Adjective)Very detailed production products for diagnostic purposes. Ethimology: From Verbosus. Webster DictionaryVerbose (Adj) abundance of words; or more words than they are necessary; tedious by a multiplication of words; accommodation; words; as, a thriving speaker; a verbose agumentetyMoymology: [L. verbosus, from vebum
a word.see Verb.] Anagram for spunk »How to pronounce spunk? How to tell spunk in sign language? NumerologyChaldean NumerologyThe numerical value of verbose in Chaldean Numerology is: 3Pythagorean NumerologyThe numerical value of verbose in Pythagorean Numerology is: 5Images &amp; Illustrations of verbose verbose#10000#22081#100000 - Select - 简体中⽂ (Chinese - Simplified) 繁體
中⽂ (Chinese - Traditional) Español (Spanish) Esperanto (Esperanto) ⽇本語 (Japanese) Português (Portuguese) Deutsch (German) ةيبرعلا  (Arabic) Français (French) Русский (Russian) ಕನಡ (Kannada) 한국어 (Korean) תירבע  (Hebrew) Gaeilge (Irish) Українська (Ukrainian) ودرا  (Urdu) Magyar (Hungarian) मानक िह दी (Hindi) Indonesia (Indonesian) Italiano (Italian) த  (Tamil) Türkçe (Turkish) 
(Telugu) ภาษาไทย (Thai) Tiếng Việt (Vietnamese) Čeština (Czech) Polski (Polish) Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian) Românește (Romanian) Nederlands (Dutch) Ελληνικά (Greek) Latinum (Latin) Svenska (Swedish) Dansk (Danish) Suomi (Finnish) یسراف  (Persian) שידִיי  (Yiddish) հայերեն (Armenian) Norsk (Norwegian) English (English) To speak or write verbosely and windily. The mid-aging man I picked
up in Vendetta is in a hyperactive spunky later with luck on coke, even though I am a different possibility. The verbose creator of Two and a Half Men is known for sending zingers to its post-show conceit cards and set his sights on a new target – The Bachelor / Bachelorette franchise. Very ugly &amp;amp; Incredibly Verbose: Rap Flicks Retrofit of controversial figures. Solve Health Care Through Verbosity.
Verbose Meredith Vieira shows why men aren't the only virilla in Biz News. During Bill Clinton's main Democratic campaign, Bill Clinton's verbosity became an unusual part of character issues. But by the one-hour mark of this 100-minute play, verbosity overcome all the sexy sizzlem, leaving one jones for another hit as those given in the earlier scenes. Very ugly &amp;amp; Incredibly Verbose: Rap Flicks
Retrofit of controversial figures. When TMZ began reporting late this afternoon that Michael Jackson ran to a Los Angeles hospital suffering from cardiac arrest, the typically spunk Twittersphere was a loss for words. Powerful intent cannot forestall the tedium of writer-director verbose Marios Stilianakis' and infokized drama. More verbosely, let f:Xa → Y represent an element of Hom(d(M),Y). Ind- and Pro-
defined sets If the software system to be tested is a little verbose, you will never get exactly the same output from a software release to the other, and Oval must say what to compare, otherwise it will still warn you about irrelecent differences. OVAL: In the CMS Test Robot 100 line length model, in Table 1, see a version span of the model, much more readable than our version of Fig 2. The syntaxal
abstraction of B Models generates Extractor Test all the same sentences would produce a resume spear and repetitive, while extracting only some of the same sentences would produce a biased summary of some sources. Inferring Strategies for Phrase Command in Multidocument News Summary This makes the spunk more integrated than the one for Yices. Implement SMT Solves to test the Model
Framework *****
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